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for bob, who was on my lap or nearby throughout the 
writing of each of these poems & whose paw prints are all 
over everything.
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Who shared a room with his brother until the third grade. Who liked 
to watch Meet Me in St. Louis and listen to Janet Jackson on Cassette. 
Who was afraid of the dark & Sylvester Stallone in Judge Dredd. Who 
hated to get his clothes dirty at recess. Who went to private school. 
Who was friends with mostly girls. Who put on plays with his sisters 
in the basement. Who paused the soundtrack to Pocahontas to act 
out the scenes between songs. Who hated to be John Smith, or 
even Kocoum. Who has a Black father and a white mother. Who Mr. 
Wyco! said was “very charismatic.” Who was obsessed with Michelle 
Pfei!er in Batman Returns. Who would fast-forward through the 
scenes she wasn’t in. Who did this over and over until finally he was 
gay. Who used to pout if he couldn’t sit next to his mother at the 
movies. Who was so bad at math he needed a tutor that summer. 
Who failed Algebra II. Who had a crush on all of his brother’s friends, 
even Kyle Leeper. Who smoked cigarettes with Alayna & listened 
to “Cecilia” by Simon & Garfunkel. Who listened to Daydream over 
& over. Who got fired from that restaurant. & that one. & that one 
too. Who was stoned for most of that year. Who that semester did 
very poorly in every class except Introduction to Critical Theory. 
Who watches too much television. Who doesn’t drink enough water. 
Who was always late to first hour. Who learned the choreography 
to “Lady Marmalade’’ & performed it at Kevin Cox’s birthday party 
that year, scandalizing the parents, embarrassing everyone. Who is 
not without a questionable sexual history. Who has a B.A. in English. 
Who took too long to get it. Who came out to Kara Bowers in the 
eighth grade. Who tried not to be. Who prayed for forgiveness. 
Who sang in the madrigal choir and the church choir. Who was 
best friends with James until he wasn’t. Who stood with the Pacific 
tiding around him o! the coast of Mexico. Who bickered with his 
sister the entire time. Who got swimmer’s ear from the water and 
had to fly back that way. Who can quote at length from The Golden 
Girls. Who has a M.F.A. in Poetry. Who keeps an exhaustive list of 
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everyone who o!ends him. Who sets aside a certain amount of time 
each month to plotting revenge. Who wastes a lot of time. Who has 
lost some things. Who is recovering them, slowly. Lover of Beth & of 
Mandy. Lover of Nick & of Janae. Lover of Paul & of Dana. Lover of 
Roz & of James. Lover of Sue. Lover of Alyssa & Eric. Lover of Gregor 
& Ashley. Lover of Greg. Lover of Tammy. Lover of Lori. Lover of 
Ron. Lover of Kinsley & Hunter. Lover of Adam. Lover of Courtney. 
Lover of Grandpa Joe. Lover of Carol. Lover of Jeanette. Lover of 
John. Lover of Dad. Lover of Mom. Lover of Matt. Lover of Amanda. 
Lover of Brittany. Lover of Sean. Lover of Josh. Lover of Payton. 
Lover of Adaira. Lover of Elias. Lover of Royce. Lover of Caleb. Lover 
of Callie. Lover of Zeke. Lover of Zekiah. Lover of Auggie. Lover of 
Seely. Lover of Archer. Lover of Shiloh. Lover of Bob.
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Who Could Ask for Anything More?

I want to feel improbable & sit in a chair incorrectly. 
I’m an American so I have to believe I’m exceptional. 
I meet a man for drinks & he’s perfect except his eyes 
are too close together so of course I focus on that. 
I drink my martinis very quickly & I tell him You are perfect 
except your eyes are too close together. I’m not even that drunk. 
By the time I get home he’s blocked me on Grindr & the cicadas 
are so loud I think I might lose it. I eat half a loaf of bread 
to soak up the martinis, after which I smoke a Parliament 
on the balcony & consider the cicadas. Even scientists 
refer to the noise they make as a song, which is the opposite 
of what a poet does when they smuggle a scientific fact 
into the poem, like how I’m about to tell you it is the male cicadas 
you hear & that the noise is produced by a pair of membranous tymbals
contracting on either side of the abdomen & that each species 
of cicada produces a unique & specific song that ensures they attract 
“only appropriate mates.” Being human of course & lacking
any such song, I love a series of inappropriate men. When my friends
are judgmental I tell them You gotta kiss a few frogs if you
wanna find your prince—a rationalization for which I can’t take credit.
Su"ce it to say I’m a millennial so often self-care is indistinguishable
from self-deception. I get hard just thinking about it. I get high
with another one outside the museum. He mispronounces  
Gauguin so emphatically that I’m not longer certain
I know how to say it. Even so I go to bed with him. 
It isn’t even dark yet. And there’s some dog shit on the floor
in the corner of his bedroom. 
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I Can’t Relate to the Market-Tested Narratives About 
Desire

When I’m in a romantic mood I snip
the leafy green stems o! strawberries 
& smear a white plate with chocolate sauce. 
When I’ve eaten all the strawberries, I lick
my fingers & the plate. I tell myself a joke
& I laugh laugh laugh: it is thrilling
to be this fruitful & wrong, this decadent
& alone. I go to sleep with my phone 
& my choice of streaming services. 
I wake up & the world is still there—
the aluminosilicate world. The latest 
celebrity couple is ill-conceived but 
convincingly in love until 
the cancelled engagement, the messy 
uncoupling. Everyone participates. 
The popstar’s woe scores the summer 
but I can’t relate. I might say “traditional.” 
I might say “the Heterosexuals.” I might say 
“the romantic comedy is naked” & run
through the theater shouting. On the app
a discreet guy woofs at me. He says he’d love
to see more so I send him
 my literal body.
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Melancholy Baby

Once again the dogs in the dog park.
Once again the ever-changing, the elastic
world expands. The long shadows of dusk
grow over. I’m not convinced my body
     is a temple but I can try to be 

less sarcastic. Once again the genuine 
smile, once again the mustered enthusiasm. 
The group text, the group activity. I’m alone 
when I want to be otherwise I die
     from embarrassment. Like everyone

I know all the popular songs about love 
& I’m just impressed anyone can keep 
a straight face. Once again the command
performance. Once again the bathtub, the bomb
     of gardenia & glitter. The water’s brief

horizon, my toes, & so on. The poem 
writes itself. So what if I spend more money
than I should. When I feel empty, I turn on
the television. A mouth reminds me of your mouth.
     A pair of hands, your hands. 
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There’s Just No Let Up, The Live-Long Night & Day
after Morgan Parker 

I’m no good at being a body. I squint
for no reason & assume all the wrong angles.
I’m a supercut of abdominal muscles
& thwarted desires, a skyline of uneasy 
expressions. One of these mornings I’m gonna rise up
& dissipate like a hiss of steam for want 
of a man’s arms around me. Before the movie 
somebody’s girlfriend is wearing his sweater 
while he finds their seats & I just know their life 
is perfect. My life too is perfect except 
I belong to no one & I keep on feeling more or less
than I should. Lately in lieu of pills I’ve taken 
to keeping cuts of onyx in my pockets 
to distract negativity but who knows. 
At the end of the unspeakable summer I clear my throat. 
The goal is to talk myself into the world. 


